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INDIA’S ENERGY STORAGE  
MARKET FINALLY GROWS
After yeArs of AnticipAtion, indiA is finAlly seeing the emergence of 
A grid-scAle energy storAge mArket – And the mArket potentiAl is 
huge, with some estimAtes sAying it could emerge As the third lArgest 
energy storAge instAllAtion country by 2040.

The India Energy Storage Alliance has estimated there will be 
opportunity to deliver more than 70 GW and 200 GWh of 
energy storage by 2022, with 35 GW of that coming from newer 
applications, such as solar integration or electric vehicles. 

Because of the lack of reliable grid power, sales of battery-
based energy storage technologies are expected to boom 
throughout the country. 

In March, the Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) invited 
bids for 3.6 GWh of storage connected to 1.2 GW of solar 
on India’s interstate transmission system, the biggest battery 
solicitation seen in the country so far.

The auction came hot on the heels of several other solicitations 
from SECI, which put out a call for two 150 MWh battery systems 
to be connected to 100 MW solar farms in Andra Pradesh.

SECI is also calling for a 42 MWh battery system to go with 14 
MW of solar in Ladakh in northeast India.

The corporation also requested bids for a 20 MW floating PV 
plant in Lakshadweep, an archipelago off the southwestern coast 
of India, with 60 MWh of battery storage. 

“These tenders will boost energy storage deployments in the 
next few years,” said Le Xu, senior research analyst at Wood 
Mackenzie Power & Renewables.

The SECI auctions come on top of seven storage tenders in the 
last year, said Bridge to India, a New Delhi-based analyst firm.

Those tenders were issued by SECI and the utilities NLC India 
and National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), and amounted 
to 84 MWh of capacity, tied to 78 MW of solar PV.

They were predominantly destined for solar plants in remote 
areas such as Jammu and Kashmir, Lakshadweep and Himachal 
Pradesh. 

For many observers, it’s about time India’s energy storage 
market got under way.

“India has had massive solar and wind deployments since 
2010, but the grid-scale energy storage market still remains 
untapped,” said Xu.

The first three tenders
The country has been launching grid-scale energy storage tenders 
since 2017. But until recently the attempts to bring large-scale 
batteries to India were mostly ill fated.

The first three utility-scale energy storage tenders, issued by 
SECI and NTPC with an aggregate capacity of 35 MWh, were 
cancelled without explanation.

In 2017, SECI tried again with a 28 MWh battery plant in the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, for NLC India. The NLC India 
project, which was due for commissioning in April, was widely 
reported as being the first utility-scale energy storage plant in 
the country.

However, that honour likely belongs to a 10 MW /10 MWh joint 
project by Mitsubishi and the US energy storage company AES, 
commissioned and operated by Tata Power Delhi Distribution.

The 10 MWh Advancion system went live in New Delhi to 
provide grid stabilization, improve peak load management, add 
system flexibility, enhance reliability and protect critical facilities, 
said battery vendor Fluence in a press release.
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Ashish kumAr is heAd of energy storAge 
business At energy And hydrocArbon 
compAny rAychem rpg. he is A mechAnicAl 
engineer from nit-pAtnA And pgp from iim-
AhmedAbAd. As A member of the smArter e 
indiA 2019 conference Advisory committee, 
he will speAk to the conference in the 
session energy storAge: linking solAr 
to smArt grid And ev, scheduled for 
november 28. 

he spoke to ees AheAd of the conference.

There are many energy storage technologies, but the most 
common nomenclature that is evolving and has become an 
acronym is Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS), which 
some also call electrical energy storage systems. In the past 
couple of years, we have seen evolution of multiple energy 
storage technologies — lithium, flow, lead-acid and so on. A 
few technologies have taken the leap from R&D to commercial 
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installation, especially lithium batteries, which have seen a 
drop in price of 70-80%. 

The global focus on clean, green energy will drive the market 
for EV & stationary energy storage systems, coupled with 
renewable energy technology. 

The most important difference between EES and EV needs is 
that one is stationary, the other is mobile. ESS requires a longer 
life and greater energy capacity, while EVs require more power. 
The C rating, DOD, cycle life, BMS and the cell architecture all 
are different.

Government strategies
The storage market is still at its nascent stage and there is only 
a handful of government-funded tenders live in the market. As 
the price of complete systems decreases, the market evolves 
at a faster pace – but a government focus is needed to drive 
policy changes to nourish the market and make it sustainable.

The Indian government is offering a lot of incentives under 
the Make in India initiative, as well as the ‘National Mission 
on Transformative Mobility and Energy Storage’ programme. 

It is also mitigating long-term risks associated with capital 
investment needed to create such a large Infrastructure.

The National Institution for Transforming India, the NITI 
Aayog, is to bring tenders for more than 50 GWh of lithium 
batteries in India, which will soon be one of the largest 
markets for batteries in both the automotive and ESS segment. 
The government has already announced incentives for EVs, 
while for ESS we are expecting some policy changes in soon.

We missed an opportunity to make India a semi-conductor 
and PV manufacturing hub, but I think the government has 
learned from that mistake and is now taking the necessary 
steps in battery manufacturing here. On the market side, the 
government is very conservative in providing tax incentives 

on imported items, which means 
foreign companies cannot dump 
their products at a cheaper rate.  
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Mumbai-based start-up ION Energy has announced 
plans to expand its global operations to more than 
20 countries, to achieve a turnover of $1 million by 
2020 and establish new company sites in the US 
and Bangalore.

ION Energy designs and develops battery techno-
logy and software that battery pack manufacturers, 
OEMs and fleet managers use to manufacture their 
battery products. The company currently exports to 
10 countries on different continents. 

Akhil Aryan, CEO & co-founder of ION Energy, has 
a positive outlook for the future: “India has serious 
potential to make a mark in the EV revolution. We 
should be focusing our efforts on our strength 
– electronics, and software, instead of trying to 
complain about our lack of lithium resources in 
the country. ION identified this early on and so our 
ambition has always been to enable India to take 
centre stage in the growing ‘EV-’olution.”

START-uP TO WATCH 

iOn eneRGY annOUnCes  
MaJOR GLOBaL eXPansiOn GOaLs 

➔
The rush to add energy storage to renewable plants is 

most likely a reaction to growing grid congestion as India 
seeks to place more and more solar and wind generation 
on already creaking electricity networks.

The country will most likely fall short of its target of 
installing 175 GW of solar and wind by 2022. But even 
achieving 76% of this, as analysts expect, will be a 
major achievement — and will add to the strain on grid 
infrastructure.

Battery gigafactories
The victory of Indian prime minister Narendra Modi in 
the general election in May was not expected to greatly 
change the outlook for renewables, said analyst firm Wood 
Mackenzie, and might be expected to boost demand for 
energy storage, which is becoming increasingly competitive 
as the cost of lithium-ion batteries falls.

At the same time, Indian manufacturing concerns are 
keen to gain a foothold in the fast-growing battery market.

In March, Modi’s cabinet approved a National Mission on 
Transformative Mobility and Battery Storage, under which 
two phased manufacturing programs will be introduced 
across the country.

The first of these will support the setting up of battery 
gigafactories across India, while the second will focus on 
electric vehicle manufacturing.

The announcement came shortly after the Andhra Pradesh 
Economic Development Board and solar and battery 
manufacturing firm Urja Global signed a memorandum of 
understanding to make lithium-ion batteries and electric 
vehicles.

The initiative will see Urja Global investing 2 billion Indian 
rupees ($28.55 million) in manufacturing centres across 
Andhra Pradesh, Mercom India reported.  

ASHISH KuMAR, head of energy 
storage business at energy and 
hydrocarbon company Raychem RPG.

AKHIL ARYAN, CEO & co-founder of ION Energy
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PHOTOS: Talking 
business at ees India THE SMARTER E INDIA  

– SOLAR, ENERGY STORAGE AND 
E-MObILITY uNDER ONE ROOF
only A few weeks left: ees indiA And power2drive indiA — pArt of the 
smArter e indiA celebAtes its debut in bAngAlore, kArnAtAkA!

India has emerged as the third largest solar market in the world 
after China and the US, with a predicted cumulative solar 
capacity of 28 GW by the end of 2018. And by 2040, India 
may also emerge as the third largest energy storage installation 
country, according to Bloomberg analysts. 

With India’s determination to reduce oil dependency and 
urban pollution, the electric mobilty market is at the top 
of the national agenda – and the government is creating 
momentum through EV schemes and programs to reach 30% 
EV penetration by 2030.

Energy storage is becoming a crucial element in the fast-
growing renewables and emerging EV businesses in India. With 
a growing integration of renewables into the grid, managing 
instability is a challenge that energy storage systems can meet 
to stabilize the grid. 

To go into much more depth about the situation in India, 
three co-located events will kick off with a comprehensive 
conference program featuring a variety of themes and 
educational opportunities covering energy storage, 

photovoltaic, e-mobility and smart renewable technologies, at 
Bangalore’s International Exhibition Center, Hall 4, Conference 
Area. 

Organized with assistance from industry and consulting 
experts who have vast exposure to the needs of India's solar, 
energy storage and e-mobility stakeholders, the conference 
will host in 15 high-level sessions and workshops, with 150 
prominent speakers giving crucial insights on all aspects of the 
Indian renewable energy markets. 

The three-day conference is structured such that key 
stakeholders from the business and end-user sectors will hear 
critical input and get connected to relevant experts. The event 
is designed to deliver effective intelligence on key themes, and 
facilitate optimal interactions between relevant stakeholders 
through detailed and customized networking.  
REGISTER NOW!  
www.thesmartere.in/en/tickets

ESJ READERS bENEFIT: Register with Promo Code CVRTZY and get a 
10% discount on The Intersolar India ticket.



energy storage: Linking solar to smart Grid and eV 
Thursday, november 28 / 4:30 pm–6:00 pm

Electrical energy storage is playing a crucial role in ensuring India's energy and mobility transition. A fast-growing 
renewable energy industry and the emerging electric vehicle business has made the deployment of ees applications an 
urgent necessity. 

smart Grids — The Mother of all solutions — ensuring a Continued Re development and integration 
Friday, november 29 / 10:30 am–12:00 pm

Launched in 2015, India’s National Smart Grid Mission will last until 2025 and among its nine goals, microgrid and RE 
integration, deployment of EV infrastructure and advanced metering infrastructure are at the core of this session. 

Power2drive Conference — Conference on Business Opportunities in electric Vehicles
november 28–29

his event is organized with assistance from consulting experts who have significant exposure to the needs and 
aspirations of India's e-mobility stakeholders. 

3rd aRe Micro-Grid workshop 
Thursday, november 28 / 10:30 am–2:15 pm

As the Off-Grid Partner of The smarter E, the Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) is partnering with Smart Power 
India to organise its third edition of the Micro-Grid Workshop on 28 November 2019.
Learn more about the Decentralized Micro-grids to Power India´s 21st Century Rural Economy and join the debate on 
Consumer Protection Principles for Clean Energy Micro-Grids in India, the Demand Side Management to Ensure Long-
term Micro-grid Sustainability and the Data-driven Business Models for 21st Century Micro-grids.

see detailed conference program: www.thesmartere.in/en/program/conference/program-schedule

PROGRaM HiGHLiGHTs  
– a seLeCTiOn OF THe sessiOns  
and wORksHOPs  

➔
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dates November 27–29, 2019

Hours 10:30am–6:00pm | Wednesday 
 10:30am–6:00pm | Thursday 
 10:30am–4:00pm | Friday

Venue Bangalore International Exhibition  
 Centre, Hall 4 
 www.biec.in 

speakers 150+ (expected)  

delegates 800+ (expected)  

sessions  24 

workshop  
& special  
events 6 

delegate  
Profile

COnFeRenCe qUiCk FaCTs➔

Don't miss The smarter E India exhibiting 
companies in Bangalore's International Exhibition 
Centre, Hall 4.

Free exhibition registration is available 
www.thesmartere.in/en/tickets

eXHiBiTiOn➔

Installers and Integrators, 
Distributors 
Project Developers / EPC Contractors 
Architects, Investors and Analysts 
Manufacturers and Suppliers 
Utilities / Government Officials / 
Policy Makers
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SONNEN bATTERIES uSED IN  
GRID CONGESTION PROJECT bY 
TRANSNETbW AND NETZE bW

The project, supported by Baden- Württemberg’s Ministry of 
the Environment, uses a new digital platform, DA/RE (data 
exchange in redispatching), which charges or discharges 
batteries as needed — for instance in diverting energy away 
from overloaded grid nodes.

In doing so, the batteries are selectively charged or discharged 
as required to provide the necessary compensation, enabling 
congestion management to avoid ‘jams’ arising in transmission 
and distribution networks.

sonnen’s batteries are digitally networked by the company to 
create one large virtual battery, and with this storage capacity 
network operators have a buffer, which provides the grid with 
greater leeway and flexibility. 

The idea is to take advantage of previously untapped 
redispatch potential in the distribution grids in the state by 
means of intelligent control, depending on demand. 

sonnen, which is participating alongside other power grid 
and plant operators in the project, is the only one with a virtual 
power plant consisting entirely of decentralized domestic 

storage systems. 
The closer a storage system is when it intervenes into a 

bottleneck, the greater the benefit in terms of assisting the 
electricity grid.

“The great strength of sonnen’s virtual battery lies in the 
available flexibility that is distributed over the whole state,” 
said Jean-Baptiste Cornefert, managing director of sonnen 
eServices. “The networked sonnenBatteries are able to use 
their storage capacity to provide the grid with an effective 
buffer within a matter of seconds, right where the bottleneck 
actually exists. Furthermore, no investment in infrastructure is 
required, as the batteries are already installed in the region’s 
households. 

“By using storage systems, renewable energy can be better 
integrated into our energy system.”

The project, which began in April, is being seen as a 
pioneering development in grid security, and aims to exploit 
the flexibility offered by decentralized installations to stabilize 
the power system as a whole.  

trAnsmission system operAtor trAnsnetbw And distribution grid 
operAtor netze bw Are using bAtteries from sonnenbAtterie in A pilot 
project to mAnAge congestion in the south germAn stAte of  
bAden-württemberg.

www.ees-eUROPe.COM
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SONNENbATTERIE — A GOOD FIT FOR 
SHELL’S NEW ENERGIES DIvISION

STuDY PREDICTS PHOTOvOLTAIC AND 
STORAGE SYSTEMS TO INCREASE 
FOuRFOLD bY 2035 THANKS TO E-MObILITY 

In March sonnen was bought by Shell, whose New Energies 
division was formed in 2016 and is spending between $1-2 
billion a year on new energy opportunities with the aim of 
scaling them up from next year.  

sonnen will remain independent, keep the 'sonnen' brand 
and, led by its current management, work with Shell to reach 
its goal of clean, sustainable energy for all. 

In September, US utility Rocky Mountain Power revealed 
what it said was the largest residential battery demand 
response solution in the US, a solar-powered system using 
sonnen’s batteries. The Soleil Lofts apartment community in 
Herriman, Utah will use more than 600 individual sonnen 
ecoLinx batteries with 12.6 MW of storage capacity to provide 
emergency back-up power and manage peak energy use. 

The Wasatch Group property management company, solar 
company Auric Energy, sonnen and Rocky Mountain Power all 

joined forces to install and operate the virtual power plant. 
“The combination of solar and long-lasting, safe, intelligent 

energy storage managed by the local utility is an essential 
component to the clean energy grid of the future,” said 
Richetta. 

“The solar industry should find inspiration in this 
extraordinary project, as it provides a blueprint for the future of 
grid-optimized battery storage.”

The complex will be fully inhabited by December 2020, when 
it will be the largest fully installed, operational residential 
battery demand response solution in the US, the group of 
companies said. 

sonnen expanded its US presence in August 2017, opening 
its InnovationHub in Georgia to combine manufacturing 
operations and product research and development to produce 
sonnenBatterie products.  

E-mobility could become an important factor driving new 
deployment of photovoltaic installations and domestic 
storage systems says a recent study looking at the role 
of the German photovoltaics market in the growth of 
e-mobility. The study was done by EuPD Research on behalf 
of the storage system manufacturer E3/DC.

Almost 57,000 PV installations with a capacity of up to 
10 kilowatts were installed in Germany last year, according 
to "Der Deutsche Photovoltaik Markt als Triebfeder für 
Electromobilität" report, showing a stable growth in small-
scale systems since 2015 and one that is expected to 
increase fourfold by 2035.

Researchers also forecast an 
upward trend in system size, 
predicting that from 2020 PV 
installations over 7 kW will account 
for almost all growth in the sector. 
Growing private household power 
consumption is explained by heat 
generation and electromobility. 

While new buildings are being 
fitted with electric heat pumps, 
existing buildings are having storage 

systems installed for charging electric cars, and for larger 
photovoltaic systems, homeowners want to use as much of 
the solar power as possible. 

In 2018, one in 12 private PV installations included a 
wall box, around 75% of which were also equipped with 
a storage system. 

EuPD Research says systems combining all three aspects 
will see more growth as e-mobility gains ground and by 
2035, researchers believe 60% of new installations will 
couple photovoltaics with a wall box and storage in the 
small-scale segment.  
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LAYING THE FOuNDATION 
FOR TOMORROW: 
MuNICH, JuNE 17–19, 2020

EXHIbITOR TESTIMONIALS

Discover future-ready solutions for renewable energy storage and advanced battery 
technology at ees Europe, Europe’s largest and most visited exhibition for batteries 
and energy storage systems. This is the industry hotspot for suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors and users of stationary electrical energy storage solutions as well as 
battery systems. The exhibition will be accompanied by a two-day energy storage 
conference, where leading experts delve into the current questions surrounding this 
industry.

Working with experts from the ees Europe Conference committee and conference 
partners, the organizers of ees Europe put together a highly topical two-day pro-
gramme focusing on the most important market and technology trends for energy 
storage. 

Lively panel discussions and networking events will be held in a professional and 
inviting atmosphere, with conference sessions held in parallel.   

Johan de Vries, Head of Marketing at alfen B.V.
“Attending ees Europe is about making contacts. Here, we meet our customers 
and potential customers as well as our competitors. It is important to keep an eye 
on the innovations of the market and compare them with our own. We’re thrilled 
to take part in ees Europe every year.”

daniel Hanneman, Managing director at Tesvolt
“ees Europe is the most important date in the exhibition calendar because it 
opens up great opportunities for business and its excelling marketing attracts 
a first-class international customer base. We find the contacts to support the 
development of sustainable solutions for industry and commerce here at the exhi-
bition. Although industry and commerce are the largest energy consumers, there 
is a certain lack of the kind of innovative storage solutions that we offer.”

Jörg erdmann, Vice President Marketing & 
Communication at sOLaRwaTT
“In particular for Germany and Europe, ees Europe is absolutely 
the leading exhibition in the field of electrical storage systems. 
It’s a platform for us to reach exactly the public we aim to 
attract with our products and it’s a great deal of fun to be 
here.”

PHOTO: ees Europe

from bAttery technology to energy storAge: 
ees europe is the continent’s lArgest And most 
internAtionAl exhibition for bAtteries And 
energy storAge systems. 

dates June 17–19, 2020

Hours 9:00am-6:00pm | Wednesday
 9:00am-6:00pm | Thursday
 9:00am-5:00pm | Friday

Venue Messe München
 81823 Munich, Germany
 
exhibitors 280+ ees exhibitors  

Halls B1, C1 and C2

 470+ providers of products and 
solutions for energy storage 
technologies and energy storage 
systems, grid infrastructure, and 
solutions for the integration of 
renewable energy (including the 
parallel exhibitions of The smarter 
E Europe)

 1,450 exhibitors in total at The 
smarter E Europe

exhibition  23,000 sqm (110,000 sqm The 
space Smarter E Europe)

Visitors 50,000+ (at The smarter E Europe 
in total)

area 
of Focus

eXHiBiTiOn qUiCk FaCTs➔

 Energy storage technologies

 Energy storage system 
components and equipment

 Battery production 
technologies/ machine and 
plant construction

 Energy Storage Systems: 
showing the whole range from 
small-scale and large-scale 
battery systems to hydrogen 
and power-to-gas systems

 Grid infrastructure and 
solutions for the integration of 
renewable energy
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RECORD-bREAKING NuMbERS AT THE  
SMARTER E SOuTH AMERICA LAuNCH  
IN bRAZIL, AuGuST 2019

three exhibitions, one speciAl exhibition, one mission: setting the 
stAge for developing A cleAn And AdvAnced energy industry in 
south AmericA At lAtin AmericA’s innovAtion hub for the new energy 
world. AccelerAting the trAnsformAtion to mAke renewAble energy 
AvAilAble 24/7 wAs the vision of the smArter e south AmericA, which is 
lAtin AmericA’s lArgest plAtform for this industry. And shAring thAt 
vision wAs the huge vAriety of stAkeholders gAthering in sAo pAulo, 
All testAment to the fAct thAt the new energy world is renewAble, 
decentrAlized And digitAl.

A total of 341 exhibitors and more than 25,000 visitors from 
39 countries attended the launch and energy exhibitions in Bra-
zil August 27–29 at The Smarter E South America show — the 
biggest renewable energy industry event on the continent.

More than 1,600 solar experts discussed all aspects of solar 
technologies and analyzed market opportunities and business 
models for the industry. Opportunities in decentralized and 
centralized markets, policies, innovations and financing were 
prominent topics of the conference.

The three exhibitions — Intersolar South America, ees South 
America and Eletrotec+EM-Power exhibitions — were accom-
panied by the special exhibition Power2Drive South America.

 “The market for EES is just beginning in Brazil,” says Mar-
cio Takata, director of Greener Tecnologias Sustentaveis in 
São Paulo, a research institute that provides consultancy and 

training services to companies in the renewable energy sec-
tor. Takata was on the conference committee, and introduced 
a session with on improving prcedures for solar PV distributed 
generation. 

“The first projects have been 
developed, the equipment and 
solutions are becoming availab-
le in the country. As the cost of 
the solution keeps falling, dif-
ferent business models start to 
make sense.

“It’s a growing sector, which 
is obvious from the higher than 
ever numbers, but it is still in its 
early stages."

PHOTOS: ees South America

MARCIO TAKATA,  
Director of Greener Tecnologias 
Sustentaveis
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“The PV sector is becoming really relevant, and has a huge 
potential considering we just achieved 1 GM in distributed ge-
neration. We see a good future for PV + storage applications 
but it’s not common yet. We understand that as soon as there 
are more affordable options for batteries and hybrid inverters, 
we will see increasing installation volumes. 

“Regulation and specific standards for hybrid solutions would 
also be an important driver to accelerate this market.

“We see good opportunities in the whole market, but at this 
moment in commercial applications.”

Greater need for regulation across the sector
Markus Vlasits is the managing director of Tayo Energia, and he 
introduced and co-ordinated the session dedicated to storage 
at the conference, Electrical energy storage – what’s in it for 
Brazil? Status and prospects. 

He agrees that regulation – or lack of it – is one major 
obstacle the industry needed to get over.

“The conference did a good job showing the potential sto-
rage can bring but a regulatory framework 
needs to be put in place,” he said. “No 
one will build a hybrid storage park wit-
hout the regulations in place first – it’s too 
much of a risk. 

“So this is also where the conference 
played an important part – it raised awa-
reness of solar and storage, and govern-
ment ministers there would have heard 
these points. It’s important to say that it 
will be done, but to the extent that the 

regulator understands that certain policies need to be put in 
place.

“It reminds me of when solar was first used to generate pow-
er in Brazil in 2011, 2012. It was tricky at first, but seven years 
later, solar is the cheapest source of energy. We could also see 
energy storage becoming a viable and attractive option.”

Tayo Energia has several storage projects already up and 
running in Brazil – for example a 100 kWh project for peak 
shaving, demand management and local grid stabilization in 
São Paulo; 1,36 MWh peak shaving and integration of storage 
and PV energy generation in Uberlandia; and in Bariri, a 170 
kWh local grid stabilization project. Several commercial pro-
jects are also being implemented, the company says. 

“We have already seen the first generation of commercial 
projects,” said Vlasits. “It’s also the first generation of research 
projects. Solar and storage is ideal for commercial and indust-
rial applications and we can see that the conditions are about 
to make it viable because we see a very big discrepancy in peak 
and off-peak rates. Users have very significant demand charges 
and behind-the-meter applications are starting to make com-
mercial sense in Brazil.”

He said lots of good case studies were presented. 
“What it really did was give a fair overview of things that 

are going on in storage. The most important message was 
energy storage is not something we are just talking about; it’s 
something that’s really happening.”

Transforming energy supply in Brazil
The rapid expansion of renewables is transforming the structure 
of the energy supply system. Generation, storage, distribution 

PHOTOS: ees South America

MARKuS vLASITS,  
managing director of Tayo Energia

www.ees-sOUTHaMeRiCa.COM



and consumption of energy must be intelligently interconnected 
in the future, which is where The smarter E South America comes 
in, a platform to set focal points, trends and developments and to 
promote an exchange of ideas between industries.

"We are overwhelmed by the outstanding resonance to our 
exhibitions and conference," said Dr Florian Wessendorf, Ma-
naging Director of Solar Promotion International, and Daniel 
Strowitzki, CEO at Freiburg Management and Marketing Inter-
national, the international organizers of The smarter E South 
America. “The smarter E South America has set itself as the 
must-attend energy industry platform on the continent. The 
industry’s dynamic and enormous visitor numbers underlines 
that Brazil is ready for the new energy world.

“Trade shows are important for developing a relationship 
with the market. It is always positive to be in touch with cus-
tomers in an environment where the tone is set by business 
interactions and pursuit of knowledge. Intersolar has exceeded 
our expectations this year. As well as forging new contacts and 
businesses, we have been able to get closer to our integrators 
and distributors, who are the true orchestrators of our seg-
ment."

“Next year, we will increase our participation in this event,” 
said João Paulo Gualberto da Silva, WEG’s Director for New 
Energy.

 “Intersolar South America has set itself up as the best en-
vironment for promoting and building the solar energy value 
chain in Brazil. As it gains more prominence, more firms join 
and investors of all sizes are attracted,” said Ronaldo Koloszuk, 
Board Chairman of the Brazilian Association of Photovoltaic 
Solar Energy. 

daY One: disCUssiOns and ROUndTaBLes

•	 Comprehensive	overview	of	key	storage	
applications and how they generate value to 
local grid operators and electricity consumers. 

•	 Key	developments	in	Brazil’s	storage	sector	—	
which applications best suit local environments 
and have the best growth potential. 

•	 Entrepreneur	round	table:	Entrepreneurs	across	
the Brazilian electricity storage sector shared 
how as ‘early movers’ they have embraced 
the opportunity and implemented the first 
generation of Brazilian storage projects. 

•	 Regulatory	Roundtable:	Representatives	
from the business community and regulators 
discussed the status quo and areas for 
regulatory development in energy storage.

•	 The	road	ahead	–	reflecting	on	the	synthesis	of	
opportunities and challenges ahead – and why 
it’s worth going for it.

daY TwO: HOT TOPiCs
Getting sizing and specification of storage 
systems Right
- Markus Vlasits - Managing Director Tayo Energia
- Álvaro della Justina Nascimento - DJN 
Engenharia e Consultoria

Microgrid with solar Plus storage Yields 
energy savings and Resiliency
- Luciano Lima Dias, Power Systems Engineer - 
Team Leader, Eaton Corporation

success stories of ess around the Globe 
and Brazil
- Jorge Ortiz, Sales Manager Brazil, Victron Energy 
B.V.

smart Technologies' Brand drivers Growth
- Marcelo Hitos, Consultant Partner, AEG Solar 
Solutions Brazil

The PHB sOLaR experience in the energy 
storage Market:
Applications Behind and After the Meter
- Ildo Bet, Technical Director, PHB Eletronica Ltda.

storage smart Grid in the Middle of the 
Brazilian amazon Jungle
- Wallace Ascef, Technical Director, Ingeteam Ltda

ees sOUTH aMeRiCa OVeRView➔
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The Leading Exhibition Series  
for Batteries and Energy Storage Systems

FOLLOW US

AUGUST 25–27, 2020, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL
SOUTH AMERICA’S HOT SPOT FOR BATTERIES AND ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
www.ees-southamerica.com

NOVEMBER 27–29, 2019, BANGALORE, INDIA
INDIA‘S LEADING ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE EXHIBITION
www.ees-india.in

JUNE 17–19, 2020, MUNICH, GERMANY
EUROPE’S LARGEST EXHIBITION FOR BATTERIES AND ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
www.ees-europe.com

FEBRUARY 4–6, 2020, SAN DIEGO, USA
NORTH AMERICA‘S ULTIMATE HOT SPOT FOR ENERGY STORAGE SOLUTIONS 
www.ees-northamerica.com

MARCH 3–5, 2020, DUBAI, UAE
EES@MIDDLE EAST ELECTRICITY: MENA‘S MOST COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY STORAGE EVENT 
www.ees-mena.com


